
THE GAME EXPLAINED HOW TO PLAY

Ultimate Texas Hold’em™ Progressive is an exciting
poker game with face-down and community cards 
played against the bank. It offers optional additional 
bets such as the «Trips» bet and the «Progressive» bet. 
The objective of the game is to form the best possible 
5-card combination (hand) from 7 cards (two own 
cards and 5 community cards). 

Game advantages
•  raise or not raise – you do not have to  
	 make	your	final	decision	until	you	have	 
 
 seen all the community cards.
• the earlier you decide the more you can bet. 

• «Trips» bonus	is	always	paid	when	your	final	 
	 hand	of	five	cards	shows	a	three-of-a-kind	 
 or better combination.

Starting the game
You bet the same amount on «Ante» and «Blind».
You also have the option to place additional
bets «Trips» and / or «Progressive». You will then
be dealt two cards face down.

Next steps
After	being	dealt	the	first	two	cards	you	can	either
«check», meaning you stay in the game without 
betting, or place 3 to 4 times your «Ante» bet on 
«Play». 
Now	the	Croupier	will	reveal	the	first	three	community
cards. If up to now you have not yet placed a bet 
on «Play» you can choose again: check or bet twice 
your «Ante» on «Play». The Croupier will then reveal 
the last two community cards. If you have not 
betted on «Play» by then, you can do so now with 
a bet equivalent to your «Ante» bet, or you can fold, 
meaning that you quit the game, but losing both 
your «Ante» and «Blind» bets. 

Progressive payouts
You will win the «Progressive» bonus if you have 
at least a Full House. The highest payout, i. e. 
100 % of the Progressive jackpot, goes to you if 
you have a Royal Flush. All payout quotes can 
be seen on the Progressive display. 

Ending the game
The Croupier reveals their two cards and presents 
their hand. If you have a better hand, «Play» and 
«Ante» are paid out 1:1. If the Croupier beats your 
hand, the bets on «Ante», «Play» and «Blind» go 
to the bank. In the event of a tie, these bets remain 
on the table. «Blind» is paid out if your hand wins 
with at least a straight. If you win with a lower 
score than a straight, the bet on «Blind» remains 
on the table, however, it will not be paid out. 
The «Trips» bet wins if you have «three-of-a-kind» 
or a better hand.
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Ante pushes if dealer has less than a pair

IMPORTANT TERMS
Ante
Basic wager which is placed by all players in order 
to take part in the game. The Croupier needs to 
have a Pair to qualify. If the Croupier does not qualify, 
the «Ante» goes back to you.

Bet / Play
Your wager: for more information, see «How to play».

Blind
Another basic wager which is placed by all 
players in order to take part in the game.

Board
The «Board» is the 5 face-up cards in the 
middle of the table which can be used by all 
players to form their poker hand.

Check
This term means that you stay in the game without 
betting.	You	may	wait	until	the	first	three	or	all	
community cards are revealed by announcing «check».

Common Cards
Community cards which can be used by all 
players for their poker hand.

Suits
The term «Suits» stands for: Hearts, Spades, 
Diamonds and Clubs.

Fold
To quit, to pass: leave the current round.

Hand
The term «Hand» is used in more than one way:
1.		 The	best	five	cards	which	are	used	to	 
 form the winning hand.
2.  All the cards which are dealt to a  
 player to form their winning hand.

Trips
This is an optional additional bet. The «Trips» bonus
is	paid	out	as	soon	as	the	final	hand	of	a	player	
consisting	of	five	cards	shows	«Three of a kind» or 
a better combination, independent of whether 
this hand beats the bank or not.

Progressive UTH
This is an optional additional bet with a jackpot 
integration. The player has to place their bet on the 
layout (sensor), which then starts to blink. In order 
to hit the jackpot, at least one card of the two cards 
dealt to the player has to be used.

Envy Bonus
Royal Flush of another player: each player participating
in a «Progressive UTH jackpot game» will receive
an «Envy Bonus» if another player wins a Royal Flush,
according to the payout quote display. The bonus 
will not be paid to the winner of the jackpot. The 
bonus will not be paid out if the Croupier comes up 
with a Royal Flush.

CARDS 
Hand Rankings

ROYAL FLUSH 
Highest Straight Flush

STRAIGHT FLUSH 
5 cards of the same 
suit, in a row

FOUR OF A KIND 
4 equal-ranking cards

FULL HOUSE
2 + 3 equal-ranking cards 

FLUSH 
5 cards of the same suit

STRAIGHT 
5 cards in a row

THREE OF A KIND
3 equal-ranking cards

Valid within the framework of the visitor and game rules:
Changes are reserved, the decision of the management 
is	final.	The	exact	limits	can	be	found	in	the	rules	issued	
by CASINO ST. MORITZ - as approved by the Swiss Federal 
Gaming Board.

GOOD TO KNOW

Our experienced staff are responsible for the correct
implementation of the rules in place. Should you have
any questions, please contact the Manager on duty.
We aim to ensure you have an unforgettable evening
and want to make your visit as pleasant as possible.

It is a general custom internationally to share your
joy of winning with the staff and leave a small part of
your payout with the Croupiers – the amount is at your
discretion. Tips are accepted and always gratefully
received as part of the Casino Staff salary.

We are much obliged to you for turning up dressed
properly for the occasion.

Your suggestions or ideas for improvement are much
welcomed. Please contact the Manager on duty.

 
Have fun 
& play your 
game!
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